Abstract -Modal analysis of an anisotropic single-negative slab with tensor material parameters are presented. By the comparison with the eigenvalue equation of surface modes along single-negative slab with negative scalar permeability, the validity of the present study is confirmed. We have also examined which elements of the material parameter tensors affect existence of modes in the slab. Giving consideration to the dispersion of material parameters, we demonstrate in detail that TE modes propagate in a slab with one negative element of the permeability tensor numerically. These TE modes turn out to be the magnetostatic waves (MSWs), which is the first demonstration of the MSW in a nonmagnetic material.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much study has been carried out on metamaterials with negative material constants after Pendry's implementation of negative permittivity and permeability in the microwave frequency band [1] , [2] . His structures as well as the other resonant types are basically fabricated with patterned printed circuit boards (PCB) or metal objects aligned periodically on a plate. Considering the difficulty to align the PCBs in the three dimensional structure, these metamaterials should naturally be anisotropic.
This article will analyze propagating modes in an anisotropic slab with negative permeability or permittivity tensor components. Since there is a unique surface mode along the boundary ofpositive and negative materials where the field decays exponentially to both directions perpendicular to it [3] , we call the mode that varies sinusoidally inside the slab as a volume mode for the sake of clear discrimination. We will find the correspondence of the volume and surface modes to the sign of each component of the tensor material constant. By the inspection with the quasi-static approach, the obtained electromagnetic wave suggests the possibility of magnetostatic wave for the case of negative permeability and electrostatic wave for negative permittivity, respectively.
II. VOLUME MODE OF SINGLE-NEGATIVE SLAB WITH TENSOR MATERIAL PARAMETERS A. Basic Structure As shown in Fig. 1 , we analyze the TE mode in finite-thickness slab with tensor permittivity £ and permeability , whose components are allowed to be negative and the thickness is T. The coordinate system used in the analysis is also shown in the same figure. It is assumed that the tensor permittivity and permeability of slab region (region II) zu,
The upper and lower regions ofthe slab are the free-space with the material parameters e) and A0 (regions I and III (ju282-A250 )sins1T = 2,uouA S1 cosS51T (3) To check the validity of eigenvalue equation (3), we derive that of TE surface mode presented in Ref. [3] from Eq.(3).
In order to express the finite-thickness single-negative sheet with negative scalar permeability and positive scalar permittivity, we set the components of the permittivity and the permeability tensors as x= ey= cz= , and ux = uz = -,ul where e, and pi are the positive real quantities. When the components of material parameters are set as above, the phase constant 4 becomes imaginary, being expressed as + =j,l2 , with real quantity o5'. By substituting o' into Eq. (3), we can get the same eigenvalue equation for TE surface mode appeared in Eq.(10) of Ref. [3] . Here, note thatthey-component ofthe permeability tensor is not included in the above analysis. This means that TE surface and volume modes can propagate along the slab waveguide, regardless of the y-component of permeability tensor. In Table 1 , we summarize the relationship between the sign of permeability tensor components and the modes propagating to the z-direction in the slab extending to y-and z-directions as shown in Fig. 1 .
For a slab with negative permittivity tensor, on the other hand, TM mode dispersion relation and field distributions will be easily obtained with proper interchange of the electric and magnetic field components due to the duality of the electric and magnetic fields in the similar manner as the TE modes. [1] .
SRCs are shown in Fig.3 . The ,Ur(w) takes negative value over the frequency range from the singular point at 8.50GHz to 12.04GHz and is smaller than -1.0 below 9.81GHz. In our analysis, the remaining components of material tensors and the slab thickness are assumed as £X =£y =z = 2.01eO, /y = uz = UO, and T=5.0mm.
Substituting Eq. (4) into (3), we show the dispersion characteristics of TE volume modes with thick-solid lines in Fig.4 .
As the operating frequency increases, the propagation constants of TE2 volume mode and the other higher order volume modes go down toward the cutoff frequency 9.81GHz where , is close to -A. These natures tell us that these TE modes are backward waves having the same property as the modes in double-negative material. It should be noted, however, that the different dispersion characteristics is observed for TEB volume mode. Two eigenvalues for TEB volume mode at the same operating frequency can be obtained and their tendencies of the dispersion curves can be tentatively classified into two branches (i) and (ii), which are also indicated in Fig.4 . Branch (i) behaves as a backward wave in the same way as other higher modes, while branch (ii) is forward. The electromagnetic field profiles Hz and Ey for TEB volume mode in each branch and those of TE2 volume mode observed at 8.8GHz are presented in Fig.5 , respectively. From these results, we know that the fields vary sinusoidally inside the slab and the both field profiles for branch (i) and (ii) of TEB volume mode are quite similar to each other.
These facts verify that all of obtained TE modes are the volume modes, but only TEB volume mode has special feature and its nature differs from that of other higher order modes. B. Time-Averaged Electric and Magnetic Energy In order to investigate the nature of these modes in more detail, we estimate the time-averaged energy stored in the EM field. The electric and magnetic stored energy for unit length of the slab waveguide is given, respectively, by the following integral expressions [4] , where &(co) and u,u (co) are the relative permittivity and permeability with dispersion, respectively. In our analysis, it is assumed that the permittivity of the material has no dispersion but the permeability in the x-direction is dispersive. Substituting the electromagnetic fields Eq. (2) and the permeability/permittivity Eq. (4) into Eq.(5), we can obtain the energy stored in EM fields of single-negative finite-thickness slab with the negative permeability tensor. Figure 6 presents the time-averaged magnetic energy as well as the ratio of the electric and magnetic energy for the TE1 and TE2 modes. The same tendencies as TE2 mode can be obtained for the modes with higher than the second order. From the result of Fig.6(a) , the magnetic energy is larger than electric energy, but their ratio for branch (i) becomes unity or less around 8.7GHz. This means that the electric and magnetic energy of TE1 mode are equalized over some frequency region, which might suggest that only a part of TE1 mode is magnetostatic wave. On the contrary, the result of Fig.6 (b) tells us that the energy stored in the magnetic field of TE2 and higher order modes are extremely larger than the electric counterpart, which suggests that those TE2 and the other higher order waves could be magnetostatic waves. C. Magnetostatic Approximation The magnetostatic approximation VxH=O, V,ciH=0 gives the following wave equation for the scalar potential w in the slab defined by Eq. (4) A2V 82Y7_p2Ag o Fig. 1 , where we set asuAu = -uoa andfa= jI,r(CO).
The dispersion curves for TE modes numerically obtained from Eq.(8) are also shown in Fig.4 with thin-dashed lines. Except TE1 mode, the dispersion curves obtained from Eq.(8) agree well with those obtained from the eigenvalue equation (3) . On the other hand, both branches for the TE1 mode disagree with the MSW approximation and their difference becomes larger at the higher frequency range. These facts tell us that the TE2 and other higher order modes presented in this article are magnetostatic wave, but TEB mode is not.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The eigenvalue equation and field expressions of volume modes for the finite-thickness slab with single-negative tensor and dispersive material parameters were demonstrated. We have revealed that the nature of the existing modes in the single-negative slab, whether surface mode or volume mode, depends on the sign combination of the tensor components of material parameters.
It is presented that the TE volume mode obtained in this paper is the magnetostatic wave by magnetostatic approximation analysis. Thus, it has been brought to light that the magnetostatic wave could exist in nonmagnetic materials. The similar analysis to TM modes in a slab with negative permittivity will show the existence of electrostatic waves. This fact would bring us the possibility of novel microwave and millimeter-wave applications with single-negative metamaterial.
